
Printmaking Studios 
302 and Basement Screenprinting/Papermaking Areas 
 
Supervisor: Prof. Mariel Versluis 
 
Social Distancing and its effects on use of space:   

1. No more than 8 people will be allowed in Printmaking studio 302 during class times to 
maintain proper distances between students/faculty member.  

2. Outside of class, the amount of people working in the Printmaking studio will be limited 
to 4 (one work/study lab technician, 3 students). Restricting student occupancy outside 
of class will allow students more mobility when using the equipment.  

3. The room used to etch copper plates will be limited to one person at a time, at all times. 
The same will be in place for the lithographic stone graining room. These are both small 
spaces and typically are used one person at a time, anyway. 

4. The lower level Printmaking studio will also be limited to no more than 3 people at a 
time. This will allow for ample room to operate the equipment safely and properly. This 
space is typically limited to 3 or 4 people working at time, so this is not significantly 
different than normal usage. 

5. Equipment will be used outside of class only with scheduled time frames. The apps 
Calendry or Setmore will be used to identify who is allowed/signed up to work in the 
shop during outside of class hours. 

6. Face masks and face shields: all students and faculty members will be required to wear 
both face masks and shields. Each student will have their own container for their 
personal face shield. At the beginning and at the end of each class session, the face 
shields will be sanitized with isopropyl alcohol. However, face shields are never shared 
by students, and each student must have their own. 

7. Personal work areas for each student: Each student will have a personal work area. 
Their own personal tools (no shared tools anymore!) will be used in this area during 
class time. At the beginning and end of each class, this work area will be sanitized. Work 
areas will be identified and marked with tape to create proper social distancing 
requirements. 

8. Gloves: gloves are already in use in the Printmaking studio. This practice will be strictly 
enforced. 

9. The stacked courses of Printmaking 2 – Graduate Printmaking courses will be staggered, 
so Printmaking 2 and Printmaking 3 meet on Tuesdays; Advanced, Thesis, and Graduates 
meet on Thursdays. The non-in class days for students would be for supplemental 
learning (online) as well as creating matrices for printing.  

 
 
 
 
 

 



Clean in and out practices/Cleaning protocols for shared tools/equipment/supplies/samples 
between users 
 

1. Mandatory printmaking shop clean-up: while this is already a current requirement 
for each printmaking class, the clean-up time set aside at the end of each class will 
become more focused on sanitizing all surfaces in addition to cleaning up personal 
items. 

 
 
 
How a student will use the printmaking shop: 
 

a. All personal protection will be kept in marked containers. Students (who will be 
wearing masks) will take out their face shield. Gloves are also in the container. 

b. Students go to designated work area that is properly marked for accurate social 
distancing. 

c. Students access their personal work tools/materials in the shop, located along the 
west wall. 

d. Students use the shop only for access to the presses and for printing purposes. All 
preliminary work creating a matrix done at home, with the exception of etching or 
processing matrices. The handles of the presses are sanitized after each use 
(standard practice is that the press bed is cleaned after each printing so students are 
mindful of craft, so cleaning the handle is a natural extension of this already used 
practice).  
 

 
 


